
 

Devin Fitzpatrick Art Consultants Review: Sharing art 

and design expertise 

 “She is a person filled with a strong passion and enthusiasm for art.” You’ll usually hear or read this specific about Devin 

on various reviews or feedbacks because of her smart service in relation to art. She is fervent in designing spaces for art 

and adding in art into existing spaces. She is certainly perfect for the job of curating and placing artwork for your home 

or commercial space. Devin Fitzpatrick Art Consultants has the ideal skills to achieve any art related capacity and work 

within any budget. In particular, Devin could deliver good service on commissioning unique works of art, buying from 

local galleries, or purchasing from retail websites. 

Devin holds an amazing background that supports her groundwork to art. She truly understands the value of art and she 

is also trained to do so with her degree in Art History and a certificate in Decorative and Fine Art Appraisal Studies from 

the New York University. Her master’s thesis even exhibits her genuine talent and enthusiasm to art. It is entitled “The 

Interrelationship of Art and Space: An Investigation Of Late 19th And Early Twentieth Century European Painting” that 

later acquired the Joel Polsky Achievement Award from the ASID Educational Foundation and is featured in IIDA’s 

Knowledge Center. In her thesis, Devin gave huge focus on the meaning of color, texture, placement, scale, and context 

of art in space. Her push to do such topic is her interest in the relationship between art and space ever since.  

Because of her evident strong foundation to art, her passion even led her to be appointed a Graduate Internship at the 

National Gallery of Art in the Design and Installation Department and she even served on the Washington State 

University's Art Selection Committee as well. 

Devin Fitzpatrick Art Consultants is also recognized for its flexible approach to handling the needs of the clients since 

Devin understands that every client has different budget, goals, and style. She is dedicated to making a thorough and 

curated interior design and art consulting, and makes sure to create lasting and inspired interiors according to the 

demand of each client. She plans in a very careful manner to guarantee the satisfaction of her clients. Devin finds 

inspiration in the rich details of the past and modern simplicity in doing an outstanding job. 

Her stand on paint colors, furniture, and a complete interior is definitely reliable according to most of the reviews of her 

clients. She ensures to give good reasons behind her recommendations and suggestions, thus she could indeed perform 

a dependable job in any large or small residential and commercial projects. 

Devin is very welcoming to first-timers too since she enjoys teaching them new and exciting things as an art consultant. 

She could also be a perfect fit for a team or could do a brilliant job in handling the concerns of every client individually. 

Devin Fitzpatrick Art Consultants promotes an amiable approach in succeeding any art projects through Devin’s caring 

and kind personality and her undeniable good talent and a strong passion for art and design. 
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